Dubiel, the guardian angel of the Persians, was known by name to the rabbis
(Yoma 77a)
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Dubbiel a.k.a. Dubiel and Dobiel ("bear-god") - the guardian angel of Babylonia,
Persia, and the special accusers of Israel. The angel who replaced Gabriel during
his twenty-one day banishment from the Divine Presence. Since all of the angels
of nations became corrupted (with the exception of Israel's protector, Michael),
Dubbiel is now considered to be a demon.
http://hafapea.com/angelpages/angels2.html

Domiel a.k.a. Dumiel and Abir Gahidriom - a great Arcon, "prince of majesty,
fear, and trembling," who is a guardian of the sixth hall of the Seventh Heaven
and a regent of the four elements.
http://hafapea.com/angelpages/angels2.html

Dobiel

Dobiel
Dobiel, also Dubbiel ("bear-god"), was the guardian angel of Ancient Persia.[1][2] According to the Talmud, Dobiel
was also one of the special accusers of Israel, and once officiated in Heaven for 21 days as a proxy for Gabriel when
the latter (over whom Dobiel scored a victory) was in temporary disgrace for taking pity on the Israelites when God
was angry with them and convincing the Babylonians to drive them from Babylon rather than kill them.[3] After
coming to power in Heaven, Dobiel set about helping the Persian people at the expense of every other nation. The
legend states that all of the 70 or 72 tutelary or guardian angels of nations (except Michael, protector of Israel)
became corrupted through national bias.[4]
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Dubbiel (also Dubiel or Dobiel) is known as the guardian angel of Persia.
A full account of the legend describing Dubbiel’s exploits is told in the
scholarly work Fallen Angels, by Bernard J. Bamberger. In brief, the
story is as follows.
http://angelsreading.com/dubbiel/

